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Project Planning
Planning

Site Supervision
Commissioning

So it just 
    works!



The
Company
Since 1987 NV-EnerTech GmbH & Co. KG (formerly Prisma GmbH) has been active in the field of planning, design,  
construction, management and commissioning of industrial plants. Our range of services includes mechanical, 
instrumentation and control technologies, as well as electronic services.  Right from the start energy and  
environmental technology has played an important key role in the company’s activities.
We control and coordinate the complete implementation of the project. Your contact always remains the 
same, even if the tasks and objectives change.

You know that you are on the right path when you see how quickly we can adapt to the numerous 
machines and systems in various industries with their ever-changing control, regulation and design 
concepts.  

So it just works!

Technical office 
and administration in Dinslaken:
Schöttmannshof 10a in 46539 Dinslaken
PO Box 100 203 
D-46522 Dinslaken

Phone: +49 (0) 2064 / 41 33 – 0  /  E-mail: info@nv-enertech.de
Fax: +49 (0) 2064 / 41 33 – 41  /  Internet www.nv-enertech.de

Service Nr.: +49 (0) 800 / 43 43 43 2

Reliable planning through 
certified quality.
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Core Skills & 
References
Our Core Skills

In PLANT CONSTRUCTION
- Energy generators
- Thermal power stations
- Waste incineration plants
- Flue gas cleaning plants
- Waste water plants
- Pipelines
- Steel engineering
- Container construction

In ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
- High-voltage current
- Low-voltage current
- Electrical engineering
- Measurement and control technology
- Process control technology

GENERAL and very SPECIALISED
- Health and Safety coordination
- Safety engineering
- Project planning
- Planning
- Construction
- Documentation
- Service

References

Your order is our business 
The satisfaction of leading companies is our best reference.
Our clients include:

DESigN PLANNiNg COmmiSSiONiNg mAiNTENANCE SERViCECONSTRuCTiON, 
ASSEmbLy
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External services 
are not more expensive

Our personnel meet 
your requirements  

Our personnel 
are qualified

We work according
to your guidelines

Training is important 

You only pay for the hours worked, and you save, for example:
- Costs of personnel procurement
- Costs of personnel administration
- Costs of personnel reduction

You can make doubly certain:
- You will receive an employee profile before the order is placed, 
 so that you can decide
- You can change our personnel regardless

They are well-educated, flexible and have acquired in-depth 
professional experience during their work on various projects.

For us observing your standards and rules is taken for granted and this 
assures you of a high level of application standardisation and overview.

Our employees undergo further training:
- On courses at computer manufacturers’ 
- Through training “on the job”
- In seminars and specialised courses

We assure 
confidentiality

All employees are committed to protecting confidentiality in
accordance with the data protection law.

What we have started 
we will finish

Our Strength - your Security!

 You decide when our involvement comes to an end. No personnel 
will be taken off the job against the wishes of the customer.

Why work
with us?
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Our Services
for you!
Know-how 
technologies

Advantages for you 

What you need to do

Are you considering re-planning or expanding your company?
Quotations from the various suppliers are often confusing or incomplete.
Thanks to our many years of experience, we are in a position to advise you as early 
as this stage of a project, to arrange the expertise required and to prevent you from
running into trouble.

As an independent technical office, we carry out all the tasks you assign to us.
Furthermore, we not only compare data, but take practical experience into 
consideration in our assessments.

Please contact us as soon as you start considering these aspects. 
We will help to draw up specifications and tender documents, and we can assist 
you in solving your problems on the basis of our diverse experience.

implementation

Advantages for you

What you need to do

During the project implementation stage you, as the customer, should always be in a position 
to carry out an independent and objective assessment of the current status of your project
using highly qualified monitoring personnel.

This should not be taken as mistrust of your customer, but should represent a feeling of  
security for the success of the project for all parties concerned.

Specialists in civil and industrial construction, factories, pipelines, 
organisation and more, are at your disposal.

The money spent on such supervision is more than covered
by the savings achieved.

Please inform us as early as possible about your Deadlines and  
qualification requirements, so that we can plan the  deployment of our 
highly-qualified staff for you in plenty of time.

Our independence - your Success!
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Project support 

Advantages for you

What you need to do

For us, project support means letting our personnel assist in working on solutions directly in your 
company. This kind of work is always especially effective when:
- commercial and/or technical demarcation is not possible or is too expensive;
- the information gap may be too great;
- working principles are local;
- immediate access to the knowledge of our personnel is required;
- order criteria make it difficult to use your own staff,
 e.g. reintegration after long deployment elsewhere;
- qualifications and experience are necessary that are
 not currently available in your company;
- constant contact with the production facilities is required;
- you need to safeguard deadlines against manpower shortages.

The solution of all the above-mentioned problems. Payment for the services of our personnel 
is based on the actual work done.  This means that you only pay for the hours worked at the 
agreed hourly rate. All times our personnel are not available, because of seminars, holidays, 
illness, etc. are covered by our company.

Simply contact us, as this kind of cooperation in conjunction with our strengths 
and qualifications can only be of advantage to you.

Our Services 
for you!
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Further Advantages 
for you!
Personnel 
reserves

up to date on 
the job market 

Financing in 
advance

Further training

NV-EnerTech gmbH & Co. Kg – 
    So it just works!

Personnel 
procurement

One of your employees is not available during the project due to illness or leaves your company.  For you this 
means a delay to the project as you look for a new employee (advertisements, interviews etc.) while continuing 
to work on the project with all the risks associated with using new personnel. Leave this problem to us. With 
our potential personnel we are able to promptly offer a qualified replacement, so that you can focus on  
implementing the project. 

If your projects are being carried out by our personnel, due to their versatile practical knowledge, they will be in 
a position to propose new solutions for implementing the project. For you, this means that they do not have a 
blinkered view of the company. We are responsible for our personnel.  They come to us when they want a pay 
rise, need holidays, overtime paid or a performance bonus. How much working time do you spend on looking 
after your own personnel and dealing with any problems?  We do all this for you indirectly! Furthermore, we 
can inform you about current job market trends (e.g. salary levels, education, etc.). Please contact
your advisor at NV-EnerTech GmbH & Co. KG.

Finally an important fact for any entrepreneur: Through our services we provide advance financing of your 
project – just pay your personnel’s salary punctually – and you can pay us after the project is finished or in 
accordance with the actually performed work.

We are responsible for our employees’ training so that they 
are optimally prepared for your project. We bear the  
training costs – neither the work involved nor the  
financial costs are your concern.

On this page, we would like to point out some of the benefits you enjoy if you choose to work with 
NV-EnerTech. You may take advantage of them unconsciously but it is these benefits in particular 
that facilitate the implementation of the project. These factors save you a lot of work and 
trouble and therefore they have to be taken into consideration in your cost calculation. You 
will then see that the cost difference is relatively small. From practical experience you know 
how much effort is involved in finding qualified personnel. 
- You have to advertise several times – and this means not inconsiderable 
 advertising costs
- You have to interview the applicants, building-up a picture of their professional and  
 personal qualifications. This takes up a lot of your own working time.
- You have now found the right people, but their salary expectations do not fit 
 in with your salary structure
- Or the applicant cannot start work when your project begins.  
 What do you do?

Postpone the project?

All these problems are solved when working with us. We plan the 
suitable personnel for the start of your project.
You know how much time and money you can save!
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your Trust in us – 
Our Aim!
Competence for 
our customers

Our company 
stands for
flexibility / 
innovation /
reliability

This means

We know the way – let’s get there together!

Demand-orientated growth and constant adaptation to new challenges go hand in 
hand with efficiency.  We are there for you!

We will accompany you on the path to success, achieving the objectives of your project 
though the strict self-monitoring of our experienced personnel.

Flexibility…
- For international projects
- In adapting to your needs
- In reacting to difficult requirements on site

Innovation…
- Our engineers carry out your project planning
- In adapting to your project
- In dealing with short-term changes in requirements for our customers

Reliability…
- Of our specialists working for you on site
- In attending to your working processes
- In keeping to your project schedules

Being ready to guarantee optimum quality and reliability through a process 
of constant improvement. This must take place as part of a competitive 
cost structure. 
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www.NV-EnerTech.de

NV-EnerTech gmbH & Co. Kg
Schöttmannshof 10a  |  46539 Dinslaken

Phone +49 (0) 20 64 / 4133-0 
Fax  +49 (0) 20 64 / 4133-41

Mail  info@nv-enertech.de


